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« He paints. Every day. As one writes.  
As one improvises or listens to music. 

T’ang’s work is a poem, an exercise in the sacred 
and its daily manifestations. »  

Claude Fournet



Next 15 December, the auction house of 
Pichon & Noudel-Deniau will be selling 
forty works (mainly ink on paper) by 
the artist T’ang Haywen (1927-1991). 
From the 1960s onwards, the artist 
worked almost exclusively with ink - 
with a few rare exceptions. The choice of 
the medium was justified by the painter’s 
way of life, humble and ethereal, made of 
carefree movement, necessary journeys, 
confident pauses and breaths. Breaks 
like breaths of air that every Taoist (like 
T’ang) knows to feel in order to unfurl 
his sails. 

Among the majority of works in his 
oeuvre done in ink on paper are a few 
gouaches and mixed media and this 
diversity will be celebrated in the sale 
in Cannes, which includes a portrait of 
Claude Fournet, as well as a floral and 
figurative work that mixes gouache and 
watercolour.
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The sale organised in Cannes by Maître 
Pichon and Maître Noudel- Deniau are 
of works produced between 1966 and 
1978, which are among the thousands 
that T’ang Haywen left behind. 

There are twenty-four that are ink on 
paper (70 x 100 cm diptychs), eleven 
in rectangular format (70 x 50 cm), 
and five that are mixed media in colour 
(gouache, pencil, watercolour). 
Estimates range from €500 - €1000 to 
€6000-€8000. 
The works will be exhibited a few days 
before the sale, in Paris, rue Drouot, on 9 
and 10 December 2021, and in Cannes 
on 13 and 14 December 2021. The 
Cannes-based auction house Pichon & 
Noudel- Deniau is specialised in sales 
devoted to this artist’s work.

Sans titre, visage ,  circa 1975
Encre sur carton Tako Diptyque
Sans signature 
29,7 x 42 cm 
1 000 € / 1 500 €



T’ang Haywen left China and arrived 
in Paris in 1948 at the same time as 
Zao Wou-Ki. He discovered the artistic 
and cultural life of Paris and decided to 
devote his life to painting. 
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5 key points

 From 1960 onwards, he devoted 
himself almost exclusively to works in 
ink on paper using the diptych as format. 

Deeply attached to Taoist thought and 
having been made aware of the art of 
calligraphy by his grandfather at a very 
young age, he was also deeply influenced 
by the work of Shitao, a Chinese 
calligrapher, landscape artist and poet 
born in 1642 under the Ming dynasty. 

He moved to rue de Liancourt, near 
Montparnasse, in the heart of the 14th 
arrondissement, where Parisian artistic 
life was then flourishing. 

A tireless traveller, he carried his paper 
and brushes everywhere he went. He 
painted every day. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Sans titre, visage ,  circa 1973
Encre sur carton Tako Diptyque
Sans signature 
29,7 x 42 cm 
500€ / 1 000€

« He is a master of ink. There are few 
among the painters of the second half 
of the 20th century who reveal 
a universe as sensitive, as profound,
and with such intensity »  
Maître Julien Pichon, 
Auctioneer in Cannes
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Sans titre ,  circa 1970
Encre sur carton Kyro 
Signature en bas à droite
70 x 50 cm
2 000€ / 3 000€T’ang Haywen, 

Between Tradition and Modernity 

France would consider him to be one 
of the most important painters of his 
generation. China, the country he fled, 
would have considered him to be a 
deviant spirit at best. Yet he mastered 
the major, fundamental and age-old 
art of his native country - calligraphy 
- which his grandfather had taught 
him. He also adhered to an equally 
ancient philosophy, whose precepts had 
given China its political and cultural 
foundations: Taoism. We can mention 
here as an example one of the sayings 
that characterises both Lao Tzu’s 
philosophy and T’ang’s personality:

« Favor is for the inferior:
Obtaining it, one will fear it.
Losing it, one will fear it. »  

Book I chapter XIII
of the «Book of the Path of Virtue».

T’ang was also fascinated by Shitao, a 
Chinese calligrapher, landscape artist 
and poet born in 1642 during the Ming 
dynasty, who was a great master of ink 
and brush who broke with the traditional 
style of the time. His independence 
and freedom of expression were a great 
source of inspiration for T’ang. 
All this artistic expression and 
sophistication were soon to be targeted 
and violently repressed by Mao’s 
People’s Republic of China and its 
Cultural Revolution. In Mao’s China 
homosexuality was considered to be a 
mental illness, which was punishable 
by death. Any future for T’ang in the 
arts was immediately blocked. For these 
different reasons, Tang decided to leave 
his country for Paris. In Paris, he lived 
freely with his art and his identity, which 
he never revealed to his family. To justify 
his departure he would explain to his 
father that he had gone to France to 
study medicine. He never returned to 
China and never saw his family again.
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Sans titre ,  circa 1978
Encre sur carton Kyro Diptyque
Sans signature 
70 x 100 cm 
2 000€ / 3 000€

« He is the third Chinese painter, 
one of the three in Paris after 1948 »  
Philippe Koutouzis, specialist of the artist 

and editor of the T’ang Haywen 
catalogue raisonné. 
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Sans titre ,  circa 1973 
Encre sur carton Tako 
Diptyque Sans signature
29,7 x 42 cm
500 € / 1000 € 

After Zao Wou Ki 
and Chu Teh Chun: 
T’ang Haywen

T’ang Haywen was part of the wave of 
exiled artists who found in Paris the ideal 
conditions to practice their art freely: a 
group of artists more commonly known 
as the «School of Paris», which brought 
together Chagall, Picasso, Modigliani…
and in a second wave, Soutine, Chu 
Teh-Chun, Zao Wou-Ki. The latter two 
arrived in Paris the same year as T’ang 
Haywen. Although T’ang had all the 
qualities to represent the movement, 
he did not seek to be associated with it, 
making it a point of honour to preserve 
his freedom, which an attachment to 
any movement or ideology would 
compromise. But one is not the master 
of one’s fame, nor of one’s value.  That 
is for the critics, collectors, museum 
directors and art historians who consider 
him - along with Zao Wou-Ki and Chu 
Teh Chun as one of the important 
Chinese modern painters of the time.  
He received at home intellectuals and 
influential personalities of the art world 

more as friends than as potential clients. 
Zao Wou-Ki, a friend of Pierre Soulages, 
attended his openings. He is considered 
the equal of his Chinese counterparts; 
the curator of the CHINA-PARIS 
exhibition mentions him alongside 
the two celebrities in the press release 
for the event. But ultimately he did not 
participate in that exhibition, indifferent 
as he was to material considerations. 

Philippe Koutouzis, who is writing the 
artist’s catalogue raisonné, relates the 
following anecdote on this subject; the 
story takes place in the office of Suzanne 
de Coninck (lecturer at the Musée 
d’Art Moderne, gallery owner and 
influential intellectual in the art world 
of the 1960s): Paul Mellon, already a 
major American collector, would make 
three trips to France each year to acquire 
works of art and he was a friend of 
Madame de Coninck. At her home he 
noticed a diptych by T’ang hanging on 
the wall. He told Suzanne that he wished 
to meet the artist in order to buy some 
of his work. Suzanne called T’ang who 
replied: «Suzanne, I’m sorry, I can’t 
meet him because I’m going to Brussels 
to have dinner with friends. Give Paul 
Mellon my telephone number and tell 
him to call me the next time he comes 
to Paris ». In line with his philosophy, 
the priority was to get to Brussels for 
the evening, and of course Paul Mellon 
never called.
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Sans titre ,  circa 1966 
Encre sur carton Kyro 
Signature en bas à droite
70 x 50 cm
2000 € / 3000 €

Taoism 
shaped his art

As for the invitation to exhibit at the 
Taipei Fine Arts Museum, T’ang 
considered that it was not part of 
the natural course of events. This 
detachment stemmed from his deep 
commitment  to Taoism, an element 
that cannot be ignored in understanding 
both the man and the artist.  As explained 
by Rémi Matthieu, director of research 
at the CNRS, Taoist thought excludes 
all acts of will: « Any act of will would 
oppose the spontaneous course of things 
and beings ». Any attempt to influence 
the course of one’s own existence would 
alienate T’ang from his individuality 
and creativity. This philosophy did not, 
however, prevent him from integrating a 
certain notion of success into his life.

For him, success meant enjoying 
freedom. And he achieved this as soon 
as he arrived in Paris. From then on, he 
painted freely, lived his romantic life as 
he saw fit and travelled often. 

« I am looking for an art without 
constraint in which I evolve freely. » 

T’ang Haywen. 

This is where he differs from Zao Wou-
Ki and Chu Teh Chun, who sought 
material success and recognition. Let 
us note, however, the similarities in 
behaviour mentioned by Philippe 
Koutouzis: it was the sale of two works 
in ink that enabled T’ang to buy a plane 
ticket to visit friends in the United States 
before returning to his flat at 48 rue de 
Liancourt, destitute. The sale of a single 
enabled Zao Wou-Ki to buy a Porsche, 
but, ruined by this extravagance, he had 
to give painting lessons to finish the 
month.
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Sans titre ,  1972 
Encre sur carton Kyro Diptyque
Inscription au dos de la main 
de T’ang : « Paris 72 » 
Signature en bas à droite
70 x 100 cm
4 000 € / 6 000 €

Emmanuel de Roux (journalist for L’Express in 
1984, and Le Monde in 1986) on the subject of 
the main themes developed by T’ang: 
« His two great themes, again very Chinese, 
are nature and the sign. A transfigured, 
interiorised nature; elliptical signs. One can 
see in these zebra-like lines, in these saw tooth 
hatchings, in the splash of these rapid strokes, 
snapshots, fleeting impressions, rushes stirred 
by the wind, tufted grass, peaks veiled in mist, 
submarine landscapes, or even musical notes, 
punctuations, dream calligraphy. »

40 UNPUBLISHED WORKS 
BY T’ANG HAYWEN 

AT AUCTION

Themes and concepts 
developed by T’angT’
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Sans titre ,  1970
Gouache sur carton Äänekoski 
Signature en bas à droite
29,7 x 21 cm
1 200 € / 1 800 €

« He needs make nothing more than a trace 
or a colour to evoke nature, to find an analogical 

order that has been the hallmark of Taoist 
painting for over two thousand years… »  

Claude Fournet, Conservateur en Chef du Patrimoine, 
Directeur des Musées de Nice. 

Nature is harmony par excellence; it brings its music and its forms to those who 
use it as a source of creative inspiration. T’ang contemplates nature to capture its 
beauty and movement.
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Sans titre,circa 1976
Encre sur carton Kyro Diptyque
Inscription au dos de la main 
de T’ang : « 7612PJ »
Sans signature
70 x 100 cm
2 000€ / 3 000€

The dichotomous system found in the 
texts of Taoism defines the major ideas 
by approaching them as antagonistic but 
inseparable pairs. Thus beauty cannot be 
without ugliness; the birth of evil follows 
from the existence of good; strength is 
balanced by weakness, and narrowness 
is measured with the standard of 
amplitude. The gravity of life, its fleeting 
existence, the lightness and drama of 
the passing of time, ineluctable death, 
painful absence, inestimable value and 
comfort of traces and memories. Indian 
ink is indelible; its paper support is 
fragile.
 This complementary and antonymic 
system can be found in various aspects 
of T’ang’s life and work, starting with 
the format he adopted and which came 
to characterise him: the diptych. More 
than half of the lots in the sale are works 
in this format. 

«  T’ang Haywen’s life and his painting 
are so intertwined that the latter 
acts as his own private journal »  

Jean-Paul Desroches

The separation of one of the two 
elements of the work would lead to the 
rupture of its harmony.
In terms of colour, blacks and whites are 
in opposition but in dialogue (lot n°14, 
18, 19, 27), confront each other (lot 
n°13, 20, 22, 26, 35) or even flee from 
each other (lot n°7, 32, 36, 38). 
The opacity of invasive and disquieting 
forms obstructs the viewer’s gaze to force 
the inclination to see beyond, towards 
clarity and appeasement (lot n°5, 15, 
17, 18, 20). Overwhelming, impassable 
masses give a glimpse of landscapes 
conducive to refuge (lot n°17, 29, 39) 
and transparent deltas, whose crystalline 
scrolls collide on unfathomable, black 
reefs (lot n°28, 20, 32,36, 37). As far as 
his life is concerned, it is as much a part 
of his art as the black carbon pigment, 
which, mixed in water leads to Indian 
ink. 

From the 1960s onwards, although 
he still painted in oil, he found greater 
freedom of expression in ink, which 
allowed him to play with full and empty 
spaces. The diptych became his favourite 
format. This, as well as the almost 
systematic use of standard formats, also 
allowed him to stop worrying about 
the dimensions of the support he was 
going to use and to concentrate on 
the essentials: painting and the act of 
painting. Philippe Koutouzis, explains 
the space that lies between the leaves 
of paper as a line that organises and 
concentrates the viewer’s gaze, giving 
access to the painter’s vision.
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Sans titre ,  portrait du poète, 1972
Gouache sur carton Kyro 

Signature et inscription au dos  de la main de T’ang : 
«T’ang 72 Les Sables»

70 x 50 cm
6 000€ / 8 000€

The portrait 
of Claude Fournet 

T’ang Haywen stayed for a little over a month in a studio at the Abbaye 
de Ste Croix museum in Les Sables D’Olonne, in the Vendée region of 
France. It was at the invitation of the curator, the poet Claude Fournet, 
that he benefited from this artist’s residence. The model of the poet’s 
portrait is certainly recognisable but is not intended to represent him as 
he was but rather to show the relationship in rebounds and reflections 
between a Pygmalion poet/curator and an elusive Chinese Taoist 
painter and traveller.
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Sans titre, circa 1966
Encre sur carton Kyro 

Signature en bas à droite
70 x 50 cm

2 000€ / 3 000€

Heaven and earth, the entity and its reflection. In Taoist 
philosophy, heaven and earth are linked by a «celestial» 
pivot; their unification by this pivot is the origin of Harmony. 
The term «Celestial Pivot», as Remi Matthieu explains, refers 
to the ancient Chinese conception of the organisation of the 
world: a flat square earth covered by a tortoise-shell-shaped 
sky, which, held at a good distance by a pivot, turns around 
the earth. The metaphor is used to designate the Tao. 

BELOW:
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Sans titre ,  circa 1968, 
Encre et couleur sur carton Kyro 

(traces d’insolation en haut de l’œuvre)
Signature en bas à droite, 

70 x 50 cm
2 000€ / 3 000€

T’ang’s work, his formats and his technique 
evolved over the years. His signature too, at first 
in capital letters, calligraphic, and in one piece, 
he spaced the first letter of his signature from 
the next three with an apostrophe. Underlined 
with a rapid, fleeting and harmonious stroke, 
and thus split into two parts, the artist’s stylised 
seal is like his diptychs. The juxtaposition of 
Chinese ideograms with Roman letters testifies 
to his attachment to the tradition from which 
he originated, as well as to his attachment to 
France, and more broadly to Western culture.
«The imprint of the heart» is what 
« signature » means in his native tongue.
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Sans titre ,  circa 1969 
Encre sur carton Kyro 
Inscription au dos de la main 
de T’ang : «Incella 69» 
Signature en bas à droite
70 x 50 cm
2 000€ / 3 000€

T’ang
in a few words... 

«  He was someone who travelled the 
world constantly, he travelled with 
sheets of paper, which was easier than 
travelling with canvas and stretchers. 
He would sell a work or two, and with 
five thousand francs in his pocket, 
he would leave for six months with a 
small suitcase to go paint in the United 
States  » relates Dominique Ponnau, 
art historian, honorary heritage curator 
and honorary director of the École Du 
Louvre. 

43 rue de Liancourt in the fourteenth 
arrondissement, rent controlled as per 
the law in 1948, a two-seater sofa in 
front of a coffee table: it was there, when 
he was not staying with friends on the 
other side of the Atlantic, or elsewhere 
on the European continent, that the 
Chinese painter, with peaceful smile and 
precise gestures, produced his diptychs. 
«Twenty in the morning, nothing the 
next day », explains Philippe Koutouzis, 
who worked with the artist and knew 
this thirty-five square metre space well, 
where tubes, bottles and sable brushes 
were flanked by cookbooks.

T’ang may have died in poverty  but he 
had lived surrounded by the richness of 
his art and his friends, having lived a life 
according to his own philosophy.
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